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Abstract

Issues associated with urban development such as the urban heat
island effect, loss of habitat, increased areas of impervious surfaces leading to
storm water management concerns are well known. Many designers, engineers
and policy creators are sensitive to these issues creating positive change by
implementing alternatives to traditional development. Although, the concept of
green roofs is not new to the prairies, modern development of this technology has
not been fully embraced. Surrounded by concerns of efficacy and longevity here
in the harsh northern prairie climate, green roof development and implementation
has been slow. The objective of this practicum is to determine what green roof
system and what vegetation of the short grass / fescue prairie and mix grass
prairie would succeed in a green roof setting. Determining the appropriate planting
palette and growth medium depth for the Canadian Prairies is essential for the
development of the green roof industry locally.
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CHAPTER one: INTRODUCTION & RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
1.1 Introduction
Green roof construction is not a new topic with in the
discipline of landscape architecture, nor is the movement of
returning to natural processes in aiding with issues of the built
environment. The benefit of green roof implementation is well
documented aiding building thermal efficiency, storm water
management, habitat creation, building materials longevity (roof
membrane protection), air cleaning, and urban heat island effect
(Peck et all, 2004). However, the development of the green
roof industry in the Canadian prairies has been slow at best, as
barriers have been impeding its growth.
So, why continue to pursue a concept that is not fresh
or ground breaking and regarded with certain scepticism in
the construction industry and public. A graduate student at the
University of Saskatchewan surveyed local opinions on green
roof and generally people do think that the green roof concept is
a great idea, but maybe not so practical in our northern prairie
climate (Heffring, 2010). This is exactly why I wish to pursue
a study on green roofs, the topic is not new yet there has not
been a host of green roof construction in the prairies. We need
to continue to re-examine architecture and how we build our
cities, as a society we are becoming increasingly more urban.
Statistics Canada recent figures show that 80% of Canadians now
live in urban centres. Some respiratory and other illnesses have
been associated with the air pollution due to urbanization (Curry,
2009). It behoves us as designers to seriously look at the holistic
nature of our designs.
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1.2 Research Problem
Although there is a general acceptance of
green roof construction, locally in the Canadian
Prairies green roof development has been slow due
to barriers and misconceptions (Heffring, 2010).
Internationally, research and development in green
roof technologies have been in place for more than
two decades and there is good science and policies
developed to encourage green roof construction.
Canada has had a slower response to the green
roof evolution. Centres like Toronto and Vancouver
have seriously examined green roof potential in
their municipalities and Toronto has been the
first to require green roof construction in building
development (City of Toronto website). Yet, local
prairie research and policy development has been
slow.
To assist with this potential development
I would like to enable research to be undertaken
that enhances the understanding of green roof
technology, concentrating on the Canadian Prairie
Region. Since there is a lack of local research,
it is my intention to develop a clear strategy for
testing green roofs in the prairie region in attempts
to overcome barriers that exist with green roof
implementation in the Northern Prairies. To produce
a quality product and garner precise information
research must be interdisciplinary. It is my goal
4
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to incorporate experts in the related fields of bioengineering,
horticulture, mechanical engineering, biological science and industry
in order to address the multiple and complex issues regarding the
structure and implementation of green roofs.
1.3 Research Methods
The intent of this project is to examine our native prairie
landscape and research green roof construction techniques to
determine if green roofs do indeed have a place on our Canadian
Prairie buildings. This practicum will dissect the key elements of
green roof assemblies, develop an understanding of the components
and determine if modifications are needed to adapt to the Canadian
Prairie northern climate. To achieve this I intend to understand the
current barriers to green roof construction, review current research
and review currently commercially available green roof systems.
I intend to perform a regional examination looking at the prairie
ecozone, its climate, its vegetation and its urban environment.
The outcome is to develop testing strategies for green roof
systems, to assist with green roof implementation and identifying
areas in green roof systems that potentially could be modified for the
Northern Prairie Region. Initial focus will be on developing planting
assemblages, from the short grass and mixed grass prairie and
determining planting depth appropriate for the Canadian Prairies.
Once the native prairie vegetation is selected and planting
depth determined, it is my intention to build green roof test platforms
to house this experiment. The platforms will be a ground level for
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ease of construction and for accessibility; however
each platform will replicate an actual roofing
assemblage. The green roof test platforms will be
monitored for three growing seasons yet minimal
maintenance take place and the platforms will not
be irrigated.
1.4 Research Objectives
The objective of this project is to develop
a quantifiable data set of native prairie vegetation
in a green roof application. Determine what plants
of the short grass / fescue prairie and mix grass
prairie would succeed in a green roof setting.
Finding the appropriate planting palette for the
Canadian Prairies is essential for green roof industry
development.
1.5 Assumptions and Limitations
The constructed test platforms will model
roofing and green roof assemblies, however the
tables are on the ground, in a somewhat sheltered
location and do not possess all the conditions of
an actual building, such the heat transfer that will
occur through the roof, the elevation of the plant
material and the high exposure to wind. This is
a valid concern however, existing research being
conducted at the research facility, budgetary and
time constraints influenced the final table.
6
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development. The output will still provide substantial insights into
native prairie plant material growth in a limited soil application. I
see this project as a stepping stone to further green roof research
here on the Canadian Prairies.
1.6 Significance of Research
Green Roof Research is slowly emerging on the Canadian
Prairies and Manitoba should be a leader in this research. The
Canadian Prairie is large and variable, so research should be
conducted in the different prairie ecoregion as slight difference
may exist. This research will aide in the development of a
successful planting palette and hopefully aide in the successful
development of the green roof industry on the Canadian Prairies.
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Green Roofs
The Green Roofs for Healthy Cities, an organization developed
to help promote the development and application of green roofs in
North America, defines green roofs as “the creation of ‘contained’
space on top of a human-made structure. This green space could be
below, at or above grade, but in all cases the plants are not planted in
the ‘ground’ (Peck et al, 1999).” Green roofs come in many different
shapes as sizes and span the spectrum of inaccessible, low depth
growth medium, to ornate terraces and urban plazas.
Today green roofs are placed in to three basic categories
based on usage and growth medium depth, extensive, semi-intensive
and intensive. The following are green roof categories as defined by
Green Roof for Healthy City’s participant’s manual for ‘Green Roof
Infrastructure: Design and Installation – 201’ course.
2.1.1 Extensive
An extensive roof consist of a shallow growth medium less
than 150mm (6”) in depth, is often inaccessible, has a low saturated
weight, low plant diversity, lower cost and less maintenance. The
intent of this type of roof is to green large areas, is suitable for retrofits
and garners the ecological and economic benefits that green roofs
provide.
2.2.2 Semi-Intensive
A semi-intensive roof contains a depth of growth medium
25% above or below 150mm (6”) and portions of the roof may be
accessible. The weight is greater 146-244 kg/m2 (30-50lb/ft2),
however this allows for a greater variety of plant diversity and this will
typically increase the cost and maintenance requirements.
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2.1.3 Intensive
An intensive green roof consists of a growth
medium depth greater than 150mm (6”) and can
consist of loose laid green roofs or container planting.
The roof is typically designed to be accessible and
therefore has a higher weight requirement of 2441465 kg/m2 (50-300 lbs/ft2). The plant diversity is the
greatest and cost and maintenance requirements are
higher as well.
2.2 Green Roof History
Green roof construction is not a new topic with
in the discipline of landscape architecture, nor is the
movement of returning to natural processes in aiding
with issues of the built environment. We can look
back 1000s of years back to antiquities and see the
Babylonians’ construct green roofs. Even look back
100 years or so in history, to the European settling of
Canadian Prairies and the construction of sod huts.
This illustrates that green roof construction has been in
the human design construct since the development of
settlement.
Modern development of the green roof
technology has occurred in Northern Europe,
particularly Germany. It was not until the 1960s, where
concerns developed for the degrading urban conditions,
pollution of important river systems from the industrial
age, and decline of urban green space propelled a
12
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renewed interest in the green roof technology, as a system that could
assist with a green solution (Peck and Kuhn, 1999). New technical
studies on the components of green roofs were conducted on all
aspects of green roof construction from root-repellency membranes to
growth media and vegetation (Peck and Kuhn, 1999). In the 1980s
the green roof industry developed quickly in Germany with an annual
growth rate of 15-25% expanding from one to ten million square
meters (Peck and Kuhn, 1999). Resulting from this popularity, strict
guidelines for testing, development and maintenance has been
developed for green roof construction in Germany.
Research in modern green roof technologies has occurred
seriously for over 25 years globally. Germany is one of the leaders in
this research and one of the leaders in establishing it as a legitimate
and growing industry. A green roof subgroup of the regulatory
commission Forschungsgesellschaft Landschaftsentwicklung
Landscaftsbau E. V. (FLL) (The Landscape and Landscape
Development Research Society E.V.), has published The Guideline
for Planning, Execution and Up Keep of Green Roofs Sites (FLL
2002). The FLL is a regulatory commission which includes members
from a wide range of occupations from industry experts, university
researchers and professionals and this guideline is part of the
foundation which establishes and provides standards for legitimizing
this growing industry. This all encompassing green roof guide is
now published in English and could be used as a basis for North
American green roof development. In North America there are new
standards for the developing green roof industry; ASTM International
has developed standards for the construction of green roofs, the
American National Roofing Contractors Association (NRCA),
13
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International Building Code (IBC); however, none are
as complete or all encompassing as the FLL standards
(Dvorak, 2011). Due to the vastness and variation of
the North American climate, regional considerations
and adaptations will be required.
2.3 Green Roof Benefits
Green roofs provide a wide, well known range
of benefits specifically for the building, its users and
generally for the surrounding urban community. For
the matter of categorization I have broken down the
benefits to three main groups, environmental benefits,
economic benefits and social benefits.
2.3.1 Environmental Benefits
Environmental benefits have been researched,
measured and quantified. Reliable data is available
regarding green roofs and their ability to aide with
building thermal properties, there by assisting in urban
green house reductions. The green roof reduces roof
temperatures by shading and evapotranspiration.
Environment Canada has modelled temperatures
of urban Toronto and these statistics show that the
urban temperatures are 2-3 degrees Celsius above the
surrounding areas (Liu 2004). By creating a scenario
where 50% of the buildings contained green roofs,
modelling showed the reduction of temperature would
be approximately 0.2-0.8 degrees Celsius (Liu, 2004,
p3). Green roofs definitely can contribute positively
14
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in dealing with the urban heat island effect.
Green roofs have the capability to aide with storm
water retention, particularly reducing peak storm flow
runoff, which reduces pollutant flow into our rivers and
streams. Green roof research at the National Research
Council of Canada, conducted by Karen Liu in Ottawa,
Canada found that a green roof with a 150mm (6”)
depth growth medium did reduce storm water flow
volume and rate (Liu, 2004). In this study a green roof
assembly and a traditional roofing assembly [control
roof] were evaluated (Liu, 2004). The research showed
that a green roof containing 150mm (6”) depth growth
medium, in a 19mm rain event over a 6.5 hour period,
delayed the runoff about 1.5 hours, reduced the volume
by 2.9mm and reduced the flow rate from 2.8mm/h to
0.5mm/h (Liu, 2004, p2).
Finally green roofs aide in habitat creation, the
size and complexity will influence the communities
present. Regardless of their size, green roofs create
pockets of vegetation that was removed due to urban
development. A preliminary biodiversity study was
conducted on a one year old extensive green roof in
Edmonton; the green roof growth medium depth is
100mm and the vegetation consists of a mix of native
and traditional green roof plants (Clark, 2007). Sampling
took place during the summer of 2006, one full season
after establishment. The study found that the roof with
its newly established vegetation and shallow depth of
15
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growth medium was host to a variety of insects, predators and
herbivores (Clark, 2007). Green roofs create a mosaic of textures and
structures rather than the uniformity of concrete and hard surfaces of
the common urban landscape.
2.3.2 Economic Benefits
Economic benefits have been identified with green roof
construction such as, building thermal benefits, membrane extension,
and in some municipalities a reduction storm water runoff charges
and building incentives. The Ottawa green roof research indicated
that a green roof system was effective in reducing solar gain in the
spring and summer months (Liu, 2004). The green roof and its
thermal mass reduced energy demands in the summer by over 75%
in comparison to the reference roof (Liu, 2004). Over a 22 month
period the green roof reduced 95% of the heat gain and 26% of the
heat loss, showing that there is some benefit in the winter during the
months of dormancy (Liu, 2004).
Green roofs protect the roofing membrane by absorbing solar
radiation. Heat, exposure to the elements and solar rays accelerate
aging in bituminous material (Peck et al, 1999). Research in Ottawa,
observed a roof membrane in a 22 month period showing that the
reference roof went above 30 degree Celsius over half of the time,
above 50 degrees Celsius one third of the time and over 70 degrees
Celsius in extreme conditions (Liu, 2004). The membrane under the
green roof only went above 30 degrees Celsius 3% of the time and
never reached 40 degree Celsius (Liu, 2004). With this protection it
is logical to assume that a green roof will increase the life time of the
roofing membrane. It will also reduce materials used in a buildings
life, by reducing repair and replacement requirements associated with
16
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exposed membranes.
2.3.3 Social Benefits
Social benefits such as the creation of high
quality amenity space, the opportunity to create a
multiuse and multi-purpose space with the urban
fabric, the ability to improve the urban aesthetics for
a social well being, community participation and job
creation have been identified with the implementation
of green roofs (Peck et al, 1999). Although most social
benefits cannot be quantified like other benefits, such
as storm water mitigation and building thermal benefits;
this does not lessen their value to society and urban
development.
2.4 Green Roofs and Best Practice Management
Contemporary architecture and urban
development has now evolved to include rating
systems measuring and quantifying healthy or
sustainable building practices. Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design LEEDtm and its evolving
rating system has provided practitioners with tool kits
to assist in this effort (CAGB website). Green roofs
play an important role in this development as they can
contribute to as many as 15 credits under the rating
system (GRHC Policy Workshop Manual, 2006).
Other standards for building and neighbourhood
development are being developed reflecting concerns of
quality of living and environmental stewardship. The
17
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Sustainable Sites Initiative was created to promote sustainable land
development and management practices that can apply to a site
with or without buildings (Sustainable Sites, 2009). This was the
development and partnership of The American Society of Landscape
Architects and the Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center. Like the
LEEDtm rating system they have guidelines and a rating system
to quantify practices, which they call “Guideline and Performance
Benchmarks” (Sustainable Sites, 2009). This is a four star rating
system and to attain the highest rating a project would need to
garner 200 points [80% of total points] (Sustainable Sites, 2009).
Green roofs and the use of native plant material garner points in this
rating system potentially may contribute 74 points to the project
standing (Sustainable Sites, 2009). In both rating systems green
roofs are recognized as an attainable alternative building method.
2.5 Barriers to Green Roof Development in the Prairies
Despite international advances and acceptance of green
roof construction, its development is slow on the prairies. Green
roof development is complex and has been meet with concerns
regarding, cost, lack of knowledgeable experts, lack of North
American green roof building standards, lack of government
incentives, the prairie climate and ongoing maintenance.
2.5.1 Cost
According to a study conducted at the University of
Saskatchewan, by master’s student Emily Heffring cost of green roof
construction was one of the leading barriers to their development in
Saskatchewan (Heffring, 2010). Green roofs are about two to
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three times the cost of a conventional roof and in difficult
economic times, it may be cost prohibitive (Heffring, 2010).
Not only were the upfront costs mentioned but her survey also
identified capital cost, construction cost, risk cost and insurance
costs factoring in the decision to construct a green roof (Heffring,
2010). Economics is a driving factors in most aspects of life and
costs will only decrease with greater acceptance and demand
for green roof construction. Research using local materials and
industry will also aide in cost efficiency.
2.5.2 Lack of knowledgeable experts
The green roof industry is still developing here in North
American and particularly on the Canadian Prairies. Although
research and development is being conducted and there are very
knowledgeable green roof professionals locally, detailed knowledge
of green roof construction is not wide spread (Peck et al,
1999). Design and technical information has matured, however
application and long term maintenance issues or perceived issues
still exist. This is understandable and is part of the evolution of a
new technology, however due the complexities of green roofs and
the number of stakeholders involved from the owner, the designer,
the supplier, the construction manager, the maintenance, and the
user there needs to be a concentration on educating the installers
and long term users of the green roof technology. It is not enough
to have knowledgeable designers and suppliers; this information
needs to be more widespread and encompass all aspects of
building life.
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2.5.3 Lack of Incentives
Development of policy and incentives is an
important tool in a broader development of the green
roof industry. Significant benefits to the urban fabric can
only be achieved by the collective use of green roofs
(Ngan, 2004). In Germany, where policies have been in
place for over the better part of two decades, significant
increase in green roof construction can be attributed to
policy development (Ngan, 2004). In 1980 the annual
area of green roof constructed in Germany was 0.6
million m2 and by 2001 the annual area of green roof
construction increased to 13 million m2 (Ngan, 2004).
Green roof policy can take shape in local
municipal policy and legislation. In Germany many
municipalities have different incentives; these incentives
take the form of direct incentives, indirect incentives,
ecological compensation measures and integration in
the development process (Ngan, 2004). Municipalities
should encourage and have to the tools to recognize
and reward quantifiable sustainable building practices.
It should be noted that the development of green roof
policy has been slowly evolving here in Canada. Many
municipalities have invested in feasibility reports to
determine there efficacy with in their cities. In 2003 the
City of Winnipeg, in partnership, issued a report for the
Federation of Canadian Municipalities, Development of
Green Roof Strategy for the City of Winnipeg, Manitoba
(CIER et al 2003).
20
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The report was positive stating that existing
infrastructure with minor modifications could retain an
extensive green roofs and their storm water modelling
illustrated benefits for the urban centre as a whole.
However, the next step of creation of policies needs to
take place if we are to see an evolution of the green
roof industry. The City of Toronto has now passed a
bylaw requiring the construction of a green roof on
commercial, institutional and residential developments
with a gross area over 2000m2 (City of Toronto
website). Hopefully we will see other municipalities
follow and create policies that fit their economic, social
and environmental sensibilities.
2.5.4 The prairie climate
The prairie climate seems to be one of the
leading factors, with its extreme temperatures and
relentless wind. Local technical research is required
at the site specific level to aide in overcoming these
persistent barriers and I see this as a wonderful
opportunity to do some meaningful research in this
forbidding climate. The development of a successful
plant palette and roofing technology for the local climate
would provide a quantifiable data set and assist the
advancement of green roofs here in the Canadian
Prairies. The following chapter further explores the
prairie environment and exposes it’s many unique
attributes, some that one might find suitable to the
urban environment.
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the urban environment included

3.0 EXAMINATION of the PRAIRIE ECOZONE
3.1 Prairie Description
The Canadian Prairies extend west from Hudson Bay
to the Rocky Mountains, thus spanning several major climatic,
biogeographic and geological zones and watersheds (Sauchyn,
2009). Multiple glaciations have shaped the prairies and continental
glaciations has flattened the landscape and left behind a variety of
glacial deposits (Ecological Stratification Working Group, 1995). After
the glacial retreat, the area was left grassy and relatively treeless
and now the prairie is characterized with large areas of rolling plain,
with a knob and kettle terrain with deep river systems and the many
depressions are occupied by lakes and wetlands (Environment
Canada, 1999).
The prairies location in the middle of the North American
Continent and in the rain shadow of the extensive Rocky Mountains,
affects the climate which is generally cold and semi-arid, with
extreme differences in seasonal temperatures (Sauchyn, 2009).
Winters are extremely cold and the mean temperature in the coldest
month is -9.4oC at Lethbridge and -18.3oC at Winnipeg Environment
Canada, 1999). Summers are generally short and warm; mean
temperatures for the warmest month are 16.1oC at Edmonton and
19.7oC at Winnipeg (Environment Canada, 1999). Although dry,
arctic air predominates in winter, periodic chinooks (strong, warm
and dry westerlies that blow in from the Rockies) bring spring-like
conditions to southern Alberta and, to a lesser extent, southern
Saskatchewan, reducing snow cover and removing moisture from an
already dry region (Environment Canada, 1999).
Annual precipitation varies from year to year and the prairies
receive considerably less precipitation than other parts of Canada and
the world (Environment Canada 1999). Annual precipitation is
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extremely variable, ranging from 250 mm in the arid grassland
regions of southwest Saskatchewan and southeast Alberta to slightly
less than 700 mm in the Lake Manitoba plain, the warmest and
most humid region in the Prairies Ecozone (Ecological Stratification
Working Group, 1995). About a quarter of the precipitation falls as
snow and the snow is important for water storage and soil moisture
recharge (Sauchyn, 2009). Summer thunderstorms and hailstorm
are often severe, and the area is also host to other extreme weather
occurrences such as tornadoes. (Environment Canada, 1999)
The Canadian Plant Hardiness Zones map (Figure 3.1)
outlines the different zones in Canada that supports different
vegetation (Government of Canada, 2000). The zones are based on
the average climatic conditions in each area including plant survival
data, minimum and maximum temperatures, length of frost free
period, rainfall / snow coverage and wind speed (Government of
Canada, 2000). The Canadian Prairies hardiness zones range from
4a in Southern Alberta to 2a in the Northern regions of the ecozone
(Government of Canada, 2000). It is imperative to understand the
hardiness of plant material, to ensure the success and longevity of
species selected for the urban environment.
3.2 Prairie Ecoregions
In 1990 the government of Canada established The Ecological
Stratification group, with inclusion of other agencies, compiled a
document outlining ‘A National Ecological Framework for Canada’
(Ecological Stratification Working Group, 1995). This document
describes the Canadian Ecological Land Classification System for
all regions of Canada and the classification is a holistic examination
using geology, landform, climate, soils, vegetation, wildlife and
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Figure 3.2: Terrestrial Ecoregions of Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba Prairie Ecozone
Information on this map was taken from Terrestrial, Ecozones, Ecoregions and Ecodistricts of Alberta,
Saskatchewan and Manitoba Canada (Ecological Stratification Working Group, 1995).
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human interaction to classify the ecological unit (Smith et al. 1998).
The classification starts at a macro (ecozone) and ends at a micro
scale (ecodistrict). Figure 3.2 illustrates the ecological framework for
the Canadian Prairies. The following are definitions of categorization
taken directly from the report Terrestrial Ecozones, Ecoregions and
Ecodistricts of the Prairie Provinces:
Ecozones: are the most generalized units in the hierarchy.
They define, on a subcontinental scale, the broad patterns formed
by the interaction of macro scale climate, human activity, vegetation,
soils, and geological and physiological feature of the county. The
Prairie Ecozone is one of Canada’s fifteen terrestrial ecozones.
Ecoregions: are subdivisions of ecozones, characterized
by distinctive, large order landforms or assemblages of regional
landforms, small order macro- or mesoclimates, vegetation, soils,
water, and regional land use. Ecoregion 162 – Lake Manitoba Plain
is one of four ecoregions within the Prairie Ecozone in Manitoba.
Ecodistricts: are subdivisions of ecoregions. They are
characterized by distinct assemblages of landforms, relief, sacrificial
geologic materials, soils, water bodies, vegetation, and land use.
Ecodistrict 849 – Winnipeg is one of twelve ecodistricts within
ecoregion 162 – Lake Manitoba Plain.
(Ecological Stratification Working Group, 1995)
Knowledge of the classification system is essential with the
implementation of green roofs here on the prairies. An understanding
of the local climate and vegetation can only assist with the selection
of appropriate plant materials and also assist with the potential
development of a local growth medium. We know that Winnipeg, sits
in the Tall Grass Prairie of the Lake Manitoba Plain, however earlier
green roof trials in Michigan with a tall grass prairie have not be
successful using the extensive green roof system (Getter and Rowe,
2006). This being due to the climatic and soil conditions required
for a successful tall grass prairie green roof system (Getter and Rowe,
2006). Having grown up in Alberta and since my first
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involvement in green roof design in 2004, I have always thought
that the vegetation of the short grass prairie might be suited to a
life on the roof as the area experiences limited moisture, relentless
winds and some of the plants have a shallower root system, than
what is found on the tall grass prairie. Now literature is suggesting
we do indeed look toward this region and research is being
initiated that is looking closely at feasibility and sustainability of
the short grass/ fescue prairie in an extensive roof application
(Sutton, 2008).
In Manitoba native vegetation communities that potentially
could be suited to a life on a roof are the short grass / fescue and
mixed grass prairie of the Western Manitoba and more specifically,
the sand hill districts that dot the aspen parkland and mixed
grass prairies ecoregions. Figure 3.3 illustrates the ecoregions
of Southern Manitoba and highlighting the sand dune locations
dotting this area. The Aspen Parkland Ecoregion is the transitional
zone between the Prairie to the south and the Boreal forest to the
north. This region is a mix of Aspen/Oak forest interdispursed with
the open meadows of mixed and short/ fescue prairie (Smith et al,
1998). Ecological Stratification of Manitoba’s Natural Landscapes
describes the Aspen Parkland sand hill regions as:
“The region is underlain by Cretaceous shale bedrock that is
almost entirely covered by undulating calcareous, loamy glacial till
or glaciolacustrine sediments. Significant areas of level to gently
undulating glaciolaustrine sands occur in the eastern (Assiniboine
Delta) and southwestern portions of the region. These sandy
deposits have been reworked as eolian hummocky, ridged,
and duned landforms in the Spruce Woods areas. Numerous
ponds and sloughs are associated with the morrainal (glacial till)
deposits. Drainage is generally eastward. Native vegetation is a
mixed wheat grass and fescue prairie, associated with aspen and
bur oak groves. Deciduous shrubs and herbs are an important
component of most communities.” (Ecological Stratification
Working Group, 1995)
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It is worth investigating this regions vegetation suitability on a roof as
the plant material have adaptive strategies for dealing with intensive
radiation due to the open meadows and their ability to succeed in
unique soil conditions.
3.3 Canadian Prairie Demographics
The prairie image conjures up a peaceful rural life; 5o years
ago half of the population lived in a rural setting. Environment Canada
states “Today that number has fallen to less than 10%. Population
decline in the rural areas and growth in the urban areas has been
the general rule since the 1950s.”(Environment Canada, 1999) The
urban fabric of the prairies accounts for 0.3% of the total land area
of the Prairie Provinces but contain 81% of the Prairie Provinces’
population (Sauchyn, 2009). This is interesting considering that
agricultural activities and resource extraction dominate the landscape
of this ecozone (Environment Canada, 1999). So when we think of the
prairies we should be thinking of the cities, urban centres, areas of high
density.
3.4 Urban Analysis
The Canadian Ecological Land Classification includes cities
and human interaction as a factor in its classification (Ecological
Stratification Working Group, 1995). We as humans are not separate
from nature, so the places where we live, work and play should be
included as ecological constructs as well. Buildings and infrastructure
are not foreign elements but elements from nature that have been
manipulated and transformed by human interaction. There has been
no time in history that humans have not manipulated the environment
in some shape or form to suit their needs at the time. Even when
European settlers first landed in the ‘virgin’ forests of North America,
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seemingly untouched by man but in reality they were not untouched.
The first Native North Americans, employed centuries of forest
management and agricultural practices. Are urban constructs so
different? They are not, in the respect that they are manipulations
of the human environment, but they are different in the scale of
uniformity, with vast areas of hard surfacing and concrete.
3.4.1 Local Analysis
In 2003 the City of Winnipeg in collaboration with the
Centre for Indigenous Environmental Resources (CIER) and TetrES
Consultants Inc. issued a report to the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities called Development of Green Roof Strategy for the
City of Winnipeg, Manitoba. It illustrates the potential local benefits
provided from existing green roofs located in and around Winnipeg
and focuses on a study area, located in central Winnipeg to model
and quantify potential local benefits (CIER, 2003). It also proposes
a green roof strategy for the City of Winnipeg and part of this strategy
includes research, partnerships, and education; areas which this
research proposal could potentially aide in addressing.
Part of this report entailed storm water modelled for
Winnipeg’s Urban Core Area, boundaries areas were defined by
the City of Winnipeg Water and Waste Department’s, CS Districts
(CIER, 2003). The study concentrates on the area of Assiniboine,
which happens to include the downtown area. This area was
chosen because it had the highest percentage of flat roofs (CIER,
2003). The study used air photos for building roof interpretation and
calculations. With an understanding of the average age and methods
of construction of the existing buildings in the area, it was also
determined that most buildings met the structural requirement of an
extensive green roof (CIER, 2003).
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Figure 3.4: City of Winnipeg, Assiniboine CS District.
The aerial photo is a 2005 image of Winnipeg, from the University of Manitoba, Elizabeth Dafoe Library digital
map collections.
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extensive green roof (CIER, 2003). However some would require
additional reinforcing and depending on the age of the roof and could
be achieved with the next required roof replacement (CIER, 2003)
Summary of the Assiniboine CS District Infrastructure Capabilities:
Number of Buildings available for greening: 303 buildings
Total Area of the Assiniboine District: 75ha
Calculated Available Flat Roof Area: 218,773 m2
[19% of total area of the district] (CIER, 2003)
In this Winnipeg study, modelling for storm water runoff
was developed with different scenarios in keeping with the City of
Winnipeg’s Waste Water department strategies. These scenarios
consisted of modelling green roof construction in conjunction with
in-line storage, another strategy for waste water management (CIER,
2003). The scenarios modelled 25%, 50% and 100% of potential
green roof construction with different percentages of in-line storage
(CIER, 2003). One scenario consisted of the different percentage of
green roof coverage and no in-line storage, another with varying green
roof coverage and 50% in-line storage and the final scenario with
varying green roof coverage and 100% in-line storage (CIER, 2003).
Their modelling showed that in the district of Assiniboine with no inline storage and 25% of potential green roof development would lead
to the reduction of two annual overflows resulting in a 10% reduction
of storm water (CIER, 2003). Figure 3.5 illustrates 25% green roof
coverage. Ultimately the report stated that the infrastructure in the
Winnipeg Urban Core was able to, with minor modification, support
an extensive green roof and the city infrastructure would benefit from
a large scale implementation (CIER 2003).
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Figure 3.5: City of
Winnipeg, Assiniboine CS
District. - 25% of potential
infrastructure with green
roofs.
The aerial photo is a 2005 image
of Winnipeg, from the University of
Manitoba, Elizabeth Dafoe Library
digital map collections.

Figure 3.6: City of Winnipeg,
Assiniboine CS District.
- Greening of Downtown
surface parking and
parkades.
The aerial photo is a 2005 image
of Winnipeg, from the University of
Manitoba, Elizabeth Dafoe Library
digital map collections.
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It may seem unreasonable and unattainable to green a
whole city, however as in life moderation is the key. Not all surfaces
with in the urban environment can be greened, nor should they
be. However, we do need to break up the large areas of concrete
which develop in urban centres. Buildings are not the only structures
in urban centres, many cities are riddled with large open areas of
paved parking. They take up and enormous amount of space with
in the urban fabric and often are desolate and barren landscapes;
consolidation and greening of these sites could remarkably change
the urban fabric as illustrated in figure 3.6.
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CHAPTER four : REVIEW OF LOCAL PRAIRIE RESEARCH

4.0 LOCAL PRAIRIE RESEARCH
4.1 North American Research
Green roof technologies have progressed in North America
over the past 10 years and substantial research has occurred on the
monitored benefits garnered by their use; such as storm water retention
and thermal building benefits. These quantified building benefits have
been applied to the greater urban context, proposing that extensive use of
green roofs can aide with urban heat island effect, mitigate storm water
runoff and remove air particulates (Peck et al, 1999). I propose that
we are beyond looking at such generalities and now must delve into the
specific regionally based research.
Examining North American, I found there are quite a few major
centres in both Canada and USA researching green roof benefits. My
research has found that in the USA green roof studies are occurring
most of their different climatic regions spanning from the west coast to
the east. In 1994 Laval University, in Quebec undertook the first green
roof plant trials in Canada. More recently centres for green roof research
have developed in Toronto, on the west coast in Vancouver and on the
east coast in Halifax. These facilities are researching many aspects of
green roofs, providing data on storm water modelling, thermal properties,
vegetation and growth medium. Upon further investigation it was found
that green roof research is slowly developing here on the prairies, with
research being conducted in major centres the prairies, such as Calgary,
Edmonton, Regina and Saskatoon and in a rural setting of Olds, Alberta.
Local analysis across multiple existing green roofs is needed in
the Canadian Prairie Region to build a statistically relevant dataset and
to understand the implications of green roofs on urban plant diversity.
A thorough investigation into the complexity of the technology and
construction methods is required for its application in a northern prairie
climate.
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Site specific research is required here in the Canadian
Prairies and further experimentation with native plant
communities is needed to determine their relevancy and
efficacy within the local green roof industry.
The following is a review of Canadian Prairie green
roof research occurring on the prairies. When examining
the green roof research on the Canadian Prairies the
following points were addressed:
• What type of research is being conducted; is it all
encompassing research on building benefits or
specific research on individual aspects of green
roofs like, growth medium composition or vegetation
studies.
• Objectives of the research facilities
• Methodology used
• Examination of the physical structure of the research
facilities, for example their built test facilities and use
of actual building infrastructure.
• Critical findings: results of their evaluation.
Information on the local prairie research was mainly
achieved through personal correspondence with the
researcher, in the instances where published results have
not been completed.
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4.2 Local Canadian Prairie Research
4.2.1 Calgary, Alberta
Green roof research was established in Calgary in 2006 by
the Alberta Eco Roof Initiative at the Alastair Ross Technology Centre
(Innovate Calgary website, 2012). This project was initiated by Kerry
Ross, co-founder of the Alberta Eco Roof Initiative and CEO of Green
T Designs, along with Dave MacKillop, manager of the Alastair Ross
Technology Centre. Research at the site is all encompassing monitoring
run-off, measuring thermal performance and experimenting with native
plants. They want to demonstrate that green roofs are viable in Calgary
a develop performance data for the short grass region (Alberta Innovation
Interview Transcript, 2007).
The Alastair Ross Technology Centre is a three storey multi-level
complex and the green roof test site sits on a first storey roof consisting
of two roofs with different wind and sun exposure, covering an area of
280m2(3000 ft.2). Dividing the two roofs the site now has four different
plots with different assemblies and profiles with different two growth
mediums and planted with volunteer teams lead by the core project team
(Alberta Innovation Interview Transcript, 2007). The plant material used
are hardy drought tolerant plants such as Jacobs Ladder, kinnicknick,
alpine wild strawberry, blue eyed grass, gaillardia. The vegetation consist
of 8 or 9 flowering forbs, and then 3 native grasses (Alberta Innovation
Interview Transcript, 2007). This is a long term project and research
and analysis will be continuing for years to come.
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4.2.2 Edmonton, Alberta
The Northern Alberta Institute of Technology
(NAIT), based in Edmonton, Alberta, in collaboration
with the private and public sector, the Alberta Real Estate
Foundation and a high school JP Wagner embarked on
a study of green roofs in Edmonton Alberta. Two roofs
including the one where Bioroof is a partner, are in a
very urbanized location, in or near downtown Edmonton
and occupied by private sector companies Esak
Consulting Ltd. and Williams Engineering Ltd. The third
is located at the Edmonton Waste Management Centre
of Excellence, which is more isolated near the edge of
the City (personal correspondence with Leonie Nadeau).
Under the guidance of Leonie Nadeau a research scientist
at NAIT green roof research has begun in Edmonton
and their main goal is to maintain and study three
commercial green roofs in Edmonton, each roof having a
specific research goal. The overreaching research goals
on this project are studying growth medium, native
plant performance and energy savings. Information on
the Edmonton research was attain through personal
correspondence with Leonie Nadeau.
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4.2.2.1Esak Consulting Building
Esak Consulting was the first building to
initiate green roof research, and the research goal
is to study native plant species efficacy on green
roofs. The Esak Consulting Building is a one and a
half story building located on the fringe of downtown
in a commercial district. The study consists of 12
containers (35cmx75cm) that mimic a green roof
structure, using modern green roof construction
assemblies, which include drainage layer, filter
membrane, 200mm depth of growth medium and
native plants. The planting took place in June 2009
and plugs were used spacing them 10cm apart. The
Esak Consulting green roof is an experiment with
native plants, to study their drought tolerance on a
roof therefore the test plots were not irrigated. Leonie
Nadeau’s early findings suggest that native prairie
plants fair extremely well when planted in 200mm
depth growth medium (personal correspondence with
Leonie).
Species Used at the Esak Consulting:
plains mulhy (Muhlenbergia cuspidata)
blue grama grass (Bouteloua gracilis)
rocky mountain fescue (Festuca saximontana)
june grass (Koeleria macrantha)
sandberg bluegrass (Poa secunda)
wild sage (Artemisia sp.)
golden aster (Chrysopsis villosa)
blue flax (Linum lewisii)
low goldenrod (Solidago missouriensis)
tall cinquefoil (Potentilla arguta)
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4.2.2.2 Williams Engineering Building
Research on this roof is a collaborative effort and the partners in
this project are Alberta Real Estate Foundation, Williams Engineering,
Bioroof (a green roof system supplier), Alberta Native Plant Council,
NAIT, and J.P. Wagner High School. The Williams Engineering Building’s
roof was in need to replacement, therefore they thought that it would be
an excellent opportunity to install a green roof (Messenger, 2011). The
Williams Engineering building is a two story building located in Edmonton’s
downtown. Bioroof installed a loose laid green roof system over most of
the roof the totaling approximately 65m2 (7000 ft.2). This large loose laid
system was seeded with a native meadow. A separate controlled research
area was developed under the leadership of Leonie Nadeau, a researcher
at NAIT, which included twelve 45cm x 180cm separated test plots. In
correspondence with Nadeau she outlined that all contain the same growth
medium at varying depths, four plots contain a 7.5cm depth, four contain
a 10cm depth and the final four contain 15cm depth of growth medium.
Seventeen different species of native plants were used in plug form and
spaced at 12cm apart. The plots were not irrigated other than for the first
month of establishment. The main goal of this research project was to
monitor the performance of the native plants planted in the three different
depths of growth medium. As well a winter survival study and thermal
testing has taken place.
Species List for Williams Engineering Building:
plains mulhy (Muhlenbergia cuspidata)
blue grama grass (Bouteloua gracilis)
rocky mountain fescue
(Festuca saximontana)
june grass (Koeleria macrantha)
sandberg bluegrass (Poa secunda)
tufted hair grass (Deschampsia caespitosa)
wild sage (Artemisia sp.)
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golden aster (Chrysopsis villosa)
wild chive (Allium schoenoprasum)
northern bedstraw (Galium boreale)
meadow blazingstar (Liatris ligulistylis)
slender blue penstemon (Penstemon procerus)
reflexed locoweed ( Oxytropis deflexa)
purple milk vetch (Astralagus agrostis)
blue flax (Linum lewisii)
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4.2.2.3 Edmonton Waste Management Centre of
Excellence Building
Research on this roof is focuses on the growth
medium depth and composition. There are different
compositions of growth medium, using a traditional
green roof mixture and comparing it to growth medium
mixture using a higher content of compost:biochar
mixture. Essentially they are examining alternatives to
the traditional growth medium to study if these different
compositions assist with the plant survivability in a
dry and cold prairie region. Twelve plots of varying
composition and depths are being studied. Again plugs
were used and the same 17 species from the Williams
Building were used, spaced at 15cm apart and were
not irrigated; however were hand watered during
establishment. Results from the winter survivability study
showed that the growth medium composition did not
influence survivability.
Species List for Edmonton Waste Management Centre:
plains mulhy (Muhlenbergia cuspidata)
blue grama grass (Bouteloua gracilis)
rocky mountain fescue (Festuca saximontana)
june grass (Koeleria macrantha)
sandberg bluegrass (Poa secunda)
tufted hair grass (Deschampsia caespitosa)
wild sage (Artemisia sp.)
golden aster (Chrysopsis villosa)
wild chive (Allium schoenoprasum)
northern bedstraw (Galium boreale)
meadow blazingstar (Liatris ligulistylis)
slender blue penstemon (Penstemon procerus)
reflexed locoweed (Oxytropis deflexa)
purple milk vetch (Astralagus agrostis)
blue flax (Linum lewisii)
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4.2.3 Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
In Saskatoon, the University of Saskatchewan College of Law Building
installed one of the first modern green roofs in Saskatchewan. This green roof is
a large scale extensive green roof project encompassing 640m2 of green roofs
on two levels. The university saw an opportunity to monitor the performance of
the green roof plant (Ngan, 2010). A three year vegetation monitoring study to
place from June 2007 to October 2009, monitoring traditional green roof plants
such as sedum, and native prairie plants. This research was conducted by the
University of Saskatchewan and Goya Ngan.
The green roof was designed by Goya Ngan in partnership with Stantec
Consulting Ltd. (Ngan, 2010) Again, this project is a collaboration between
multiple groups crossing private and public sectors. Goya Ngan conducted the
vegetation monitoring on the loose laid green roof system. Ridges were created
to vary the depth of growth medium and to create microclimates. (Ngan, 2010)
Data was collected from fixed sampling plots, using a 1m square transect and
survivability and growth were documented.
College of Law Upper Roof Plants Species
Bouteloua gracilis
Koeleria cristata
Sedum acre
Sedum hybridum
Sedum kamtschaticum ‘Variegatum’
Sedum spurium ‘Dragon’s Blood’

Plant Species Used but counts extremely low

Sedum floriferum ‘Weihenstephaner Gold’

Sedum pachyclados

College of Law Lower Roof Plants Species
Antennaria rosea
Festuca glauca
Sedum album
Sedum pluricaule
Sedum spurium ‘John Creech’
Sempervivum tectorum

Artemisia frigida
Campanula rotundifolia
Sedum ewersii
Sedum spurium (mix of ‘Bronze Carpet’, ‘Blaze of
Fulda’, ‘Dragon’s Blood’)

Allium cernuum
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after 3 year study
Anemone patens
Iris pumila ‘Yankee Skipper’
Penstemon nitidus
Potentilla tridentate
Pulsatilla vulgaris

Thymus odoratissimus
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5.0 COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE GREEN ROOF SYSTEMS
5.1 Green Roof Systems Overview
Part of my exploration includes an analysis of available green roof
systems. There are quite a few companies in North America producing
ready to use green roof systems. The physical structure of these green
roof systems vary and come in form of prevegetated mats, block
(segmental) systems, and loose laid systems. I have narrowed down
the analysis to three different companies whose green roof systems are
currently in use in the Canadian Prairies.
The three companies I have chosen are Hydrotech Membrane
Corporation, Soprema, and Bioroof Inc., and I will be examining their
semi-extensive loose laid system. The semi-extensive system was
selected because I think that it is this system that has the potential to
sustain a successful native prairie meadow. This analysis will look at
their green roof system composition, specifically concentrating on the
elements above the roofing system; concentrating on the elements of
root barrier, water retention mat, drainage mat, filter fabric and growth
medium. Details of these three systems are outlined in Figures 5.3 for
Hydrotech Membrane Corp. detail, 5.6 for Soprema’s detail and 5.9 for
Bioroof’s detail.
The purpose of this examination would be to narrow down
key factors of green roof system design which currently are available
commercially. Figure 5.1 illustrates the components of a green roof
system. The intent is to study the influences and interaction of the
technical aspects of green roof systems such as, water protection
membrane and drainage mat, growth medium composition and depth,
plant composition, weight, slope, maintenance, and cost. Research and
development in the ‘hard’ components of green roof construction is
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figure 5.1: Extensive Green Roof System Detail
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required at a regional level. Just as planting palette change from region
to region, so too should the structure in which it sits. Addressing
concerns by providing alternative solutions more suited to the northern
prairie climate, such as systems that could aide in root protecting in
the winter and provide a better thermal rating for the dormancy period.
Potential modification to suit local regional concerns and issues, would
lead to a viable local green roof industry.
5.2 Regional System Considerations
System modifications should be considered for the Canadian
Prairie region, as it has a climate which is unique and different from the
areas which are currently developing research and green roof policies.
Considerations for a Northern Prairie green roof should include:
Capacity to provide thermal insulation: Questions regarding
a green roofs efficacy in the winter time are of concern for many
when winter lasts almost eight months of the year, as it does here
on the Canadian Prairies. The University of Toronto’s Centre for the
Environment is conducting research to quantify potential winter benefits
and I believe that minor modifications to the system could help address
these winter concerns.
Capacity to protect roots from high winds: Winter wind
desiccation is a leading factor in plant mortality in container planting
and green roof construction (Snodgrass, 2006). The Canadian Prairies
with it sparsely treed landscape is well known for its’ windy climate and
harsh winter winds. Advancement in system development that aide in
root protection could revolutionize the green roof industry locally.
Capacity to retain water for periods of drought: It is important to
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sustain a green roof during periods of drought. Choosing drought tolerant
species is imperative; however modifications to the green roof system can
also assist with this climatic issue. The soil profile of a semi-extensive
green roof is not what is typically found on the prairie, and some plant
strategies, such as developing long tap roots, for surviving a drought
cannot occur on the roof. Therefore strategies for water retention should
be explored and developed.
Weight Considerations: Although, a successful native prairie
meadow green roof might require deeper planting depths, weight is still
an important factor in system development. In order for collective green
roof use, the system must be versatile enough to be applied to a wide
range of building types. Weight is a factor when considering constructing
a green roof, so the system needs to be light enough to address these
concerns.
Testing with sloped roofs: Applying vegetation to sloped roofs only
adds a new set of dimensions to the technology of green roof systems.
Gravity, slumping and erosion are some physical issues that need to be
addressed in the green roof system and there are commercially available
systems that address the sloped application. Planting assemblages need
to be tested as well, as the position on the slope will affect the types of
species that inhabit that particular location. Green roof systems that are
proven to work well on slopes, will only assist the collective application
of the green roof technology.
Use local materials and technology: For a successful and
sustainable local green roof industry materials and technology should be
sourced regionally.
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5.3 Materials that Comprise the Commercially Available Green Roof System
5.3.1 Root Barrier
Root barrier used by most of the green roof system suppliers is
a polyethylene or polypropylene sheet impregnated with root repellency
chemicals and figures 5.2 and 5.4 illustrate commercially available root
barriers. The actual composition and proposed changes are beyond my
scope; however as designers we must be aware of all the components and
their interaction with one another. The location of the root barrier does
vary in the three systems I analyzed. Both Hydrotech and Bioroof the root
stops is the first component in their assembly, underneath the insulation
and overtop of the waterproofing membrane. Soprema’s assembly is a little
different as the root barrier is located on top of the drainage mat and it acts
both as a filter fabric and root barrier.
Hydrotech: Root barrier protection in the semi-intensive Garden
Roof Assembly is supplied by Hydrotech Membrane Corp. and it is made of
polyethylene and made in accordance to FLL guidelines (Hydrotech, Root
Stop Data Sheet, 2012). They also provide a heavy duty root protection
membrane that is made of a rubberized asphalt sheet that is polyester
reinforced and has a granule surfacing (Hydrotech, Hydroflextm RBII Data
Sheet, 2012).
Soprema: In Soprema’s green roof assembly Sopranaturetm, the
root barrier protection call Microfab, consists of a coated woven microperforated polypropylene sheet which prevents root penetration (Soprema
Microfab Technical Data Sheet, 2012). Application of this root barrier is
recommended above the drainage panel, between adjoining rolls and at
boarders, and edges (Soprema Microfab Technical Data Sheet, 2012).
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figure 5.2: Drainage Mat &
Root Barrier

vegetation free
zone

• perennials
• lite top growing medium
semi-intensive
• geotextile lite top ﬁlter
• garden drain #30 ﬁlled with
expanded clay
• type IV rigid insulation
• root stop

figure 5.3: Hydrotech
Semi-Intensive Garden
Roof detail

Hydrotech
Semi-Intensive Garden Roof 150mm - 300mm
garden
roof 150mm-300mm
nts

figure 5.4: Water Retention
Mat on top of Root Barrier
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Bioroof: Bioroof’s root barrier protection for their Ecosystem Line,
called Bio-Root Stop, consist of a heavy duty re-enforced polyethylene
film, 10mil thick, 3 ply laminate with high strength cord grid, UV
protected and white (Bioroof Technical Data Sheet, 2011). Application
of this root stop is located under rigid insulation and on top of the water
proofing membrane (Bioroof Ecosystem Detail, 2011)
This examination of the root barrier and its location with in the
design of a green roof system does generate the following question. Does
location the green roof root protection barrier affect the efficiency and
efficacy of the green roof system? Is one location potentially better than
another? Research and monitoring will assist in this determination.
5.3.2 Insulation
Technically insulation would be considered part of the roofing assembly,
but perhaps use of additional insulation could be considered for green
roof application in northern climates. This would further reduce heat
transfer and give a measure of protection form harsh winter winds, if
used on parapet walls. Bioroof ecosystem detail, figure 5.9, illustrates
the use of their bio-shield panels on a vertical application (Bioroof
Ecosystem detail, 2011). Research is required to determine if additional
insulation would provide any benefit to the longevity and efficiency of
green roof systems for northern applications.
5.3.3 Drainage/Water Retention
The drainage layer is quiet similar between all three green roof system
suppliers, consisting of recycled polyethylene moulded in to a waffle or
cup pattern. Typically a geo-textile is attached to one side. In Soprema’s
system this layer is mainly for drainage. Figures 5.2, 5.5 and 5.7
illustrate currently available drainage and water retention layers.
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figure 5.5: Water Retention
Mat with flexible irrigation

sopraﬂor (growing medium)
microfab (root barrier)
auqamat jardin (capillary mat)
sopradrain 10G (drainage panel)
vegetation free zone

figure 5.6: Soprema’s
Sopranature - Jardin
green roof system.

Soprema
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Jardin roof
Greensystem
Roof System
sopranature
- jardin green
nts

figure 5.7: Green roof
assembly ready for growth
medium.
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Hydrotech and Bioroof both use this layer for both drainage and water
retention.
Hydrotech: Hydrotech’s drainage/water retention component
for the semi-intensive system is the Gardendrain™GR30 (Hydrotech
Technical Data Sheets, 2012). The Gardendrain™ is designed to act
both as drainage and water retention and the waffle or cups vary in size
depending on the application.
Soprema: Soprema’s drainage layer consists of a panel composed
of a polyethylene core, onto which a geotextile is factory-laminated
(Soprema Technical Data Sheet, 2012). The waffle or cup pattern is
smaller and is typically place inverted; however by flipping the drainage
board the smaller cups do give a measure of water retention.
Bioroof: Bioroof’s drainage/water retention board made of recycled
polypropylene, moulded into a three dimensional panel which locks
together to form an integrated Drainage/Water Retention system (Bioroof
Technical Data Sheet, 2011). Their system includes both drainage and
the cups are large enough for substantial water retention.
Water retention is critical for native prairie green roofs, as drought
periods are common. Designing green roof systems with various layers of
water retention can only be beneficial to northern prairie green roof
5.3.4 Water Retention Mat
Not all of the companies have a fabric water retention mat.
Bioroof’s drainage system acts as a water reservoir and the system I
examined, their Ecosystem Green Roof, they did not provide a water
retention mat. Both Soprema and Hydrotech offer a polypropylene fibre
mat, however Soprema’s is wrapped in non-woven anti-root barrier and
provides a integrated irrigation option. Figure 5.5 illustrates a water
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figure 5.8: Soil Placement

bio-shield
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bio-mix ecoblend
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figure 5.9: Bioroof
Eco-System detail
Bioroof Eco-System detail

eco-system detail 150mm-300mm

nts

figure 5.10: Vegetation Free
Zone around Roof Drain &
Inspection Chamber
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retention mat with integrated flexible irrigation. Could alterations be
made to this layer of the green roof system that would aid green roof
development on the northern prairies.
Hydrotech: Hydrotech’s semi-intensive garden roof system does
provide water retention through a cupped drainage board however
additional water retention, if required, is provided through their water
retention mat. Their moisture retention mat is composed of high
quality, recycled, non-rotting, polypropylene fibres stitched through a
polyethylene carrier sheet (Hydrotech Technical Data Sheet, 2012).
Soprema: Soprema has developed a capillary mat system for
their green roof applications. The Aqua Mat Jardin is layered system
composed of a top-surface anti-root barrier, an integrated drip irrigation
system with lines spaced every 60 cm (2 ft), a geo-textile to retain and
distribute water and a watertight 6-mil, UV treated polyethylene film to
form a capillary break at every 3.05 meters (10 feet) (Soprema Technical
Data Sheet, 2012). This system can be irrigated or not and provides
and integrated water retention system (Soprema Technical Data Sheet,
2012).
Bioroof: Water retention is provided through the cupped drainage
board and in the system that I examined, the Ecosystem Green Roof, no
additional water retention fabric was provided.
5.3.5 Filter Fabric
Filter fabric is used in a green roof assembly to contain the growth
medium yet allow for water transfer in a loose laid green roof system.
The containment of the soil is important as it would be bad practice to
allow the growth medium to migrate and clog roof openings and drains.
Filter fabric is a common geotextile used in landscape construction on
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the ground and on the roof. Figure 5.8 shows the filter fabric as the soil
is being placed.
Hydrotech: Hydrotech’s filter fabric is called LiteTop and is a
geotextile filter sheet made of non-rotting, non woven polypropylene
fibres (Hydrotech Technical Data Sheet, 2012). It is made to retain
the growth medium while allowing for water permeability (Hydrotech
Technical Data Sheet, 2012).
Soprema: Soprema’s filter fabric has a dual purpose, retaining the
growth medium and to act a root barrier. Soprema’s Microfab is a coated,
woven and micro-perforated polyethylene fabric (Soprema Technical
Data Sheet, 2012). It is applied in the same fashion as the other two
commercially availably green roof system compared in this study.
Bioroof: The Bioroof Ecosystem green roof does use a filter fabric
in their design, however due to upgrading their product information the
exact composition could not be attained on this item.
5.3.6 Growth Medium
Ranking of importance the components of a green roof system
seems inconceivable as each play an important role and failure in any
would result in potential green roof failure. However, most think that the
vegetation is the most important, as it is the most visible and it is the
plant material which gives the green roof their inherent benefits. Equally
important is the growth medium which sustains the plants.
An ideal growth medium has many functions in a green roof
assembly; it is not soil, as it is engineering for suitability on a roof (FLL,
2002). A green roof growth medium must have the ability to anchor
plants, to contribute minimally to weight load, retain nutrients, contain a
high void ratio even when nearly saturated, provide positive internal
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drainage, sufficient pores for internal aeration, has the ability to with
stand shrinkage and compaction, and be of a composition which will
not degrade and clog or corrode drainage or waterproofing systems
(Johnson & Newton, 1996). Figures 5.8 and 5.9 illustrate placement
of soil and details associated with roof protrusions, Most of the
commercially available green roof growth mediums are composed of a
high mineral content with a lower organic content to aid with weight,
compaction and pore space (FLL, 2002).
Hydrotech: Hydrotech has developed a propitiatory blend called
Lite Top and they have different blends for different applications of green
roofs. Regardless of the blend all of their growth medium contains a high
mineral content with an increase in organic matter for more intensive
green roof applications (Hydrotech Technical Data Sheets, 2012).
LiteTop – Extensive
Crushed brick
Sand
Compost
Organic content 3-6%

LiteTop – Semi Intensive
Crushed brick
Blond peat
Perlite
Sand
Compost
Organic Content 3-6%

LiteTop – Intensive
Crushed brick
Blond peat
Sand
Compost
Organic content 6-12%

Soprema: Soprema has also developed a proprietary growth
medium, Sopraflor and they have developed different blends for the
different green roof applications. Like Hydrotech, the Soprema blends
have a high mineral content; however organic matter content is slightly
higher then the Hydrotech proprietary blend.
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SOPRAFLOR X
Mineral aggregate
Blond peat
Perlite
sand
Vegetable base compost
Organic matter 5-10%
Mineral aggregate 70%

SOPRAFLOR L
Park compost
Perlite
Blond peat
Vegetable base compost
Organic matter 50-60%
Mineral aggregatesm30%

SOPRAFLOR I
Mineral aggregates
Blond peat
Perlite
Sand
Vegetable base compost
Organic matter 10-15%
Mineral aggregates 55%

Bioroof: Bioroof has a slightly different approach to growth
medium and the other two green roof system suppliers. They have
developed their own growth medium called Bio-mix Ecoblend (Bioroof
Technical Data Sheet, 2011). Their growth medium is a lightweight,
biologically populated, soil-less mix of organic and inorganic material
that will support a wide variety of plant growth, retain and remediate
storm water run-off (Bioroof Technical Data Sheet, 2011).
Bio-mix Ecoblend Components
95% (by volume) of mix shall be aerobically composted, stable and mature
green organic waste matter with an end organic content value of at least 25%.
Injected into the soil mix is a microbial stimulant and organic tackifier that
temporarily binds the soilless mix on the roof surface and facilitates natural
plant nutrition for establishment (Bioroof Technical Data Sheet, 2011).
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Healthy vegetation depends on the medium in which its sits to
anchor and supply them with the nutrients needed for survival. This is
even more poignant in the green roof construction as plants are expected
to perform in extreme conditions. For the green roof industry to thrive in
the prairies research and development of an appropriate growth medium
needs to be developed. Good products are currently available, however
for its longevity locally source materials readily available and accustom to
regional climate ultimately need to be established.
As the local green roof industry continues to develop, all aspects
of the green roof system must be analyzed as regional concerns and
issues are identified. Research and development must address these
concerns and develop regionally sound solutions.
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6.0 THE SITE: The Alternative Village
Collaboration with other disciplines is the basis for
the design and development of buildings, neighbourhoods,
cities, rural municipalities and counties. At the University
of Manitoba, the department of Landscape Architecture’s
professor Anna Thurmayr has initiated a partnership with the
department of Bio-Systems Engineering. Professor Thurmayr
a along with Dr. Kris Dick a professor with Bio-Systems
Engineering developed a Master Plan for the Alternative
Village which will assist future development.
The alternative village is a test site realized by the
department of Bio-systems Engineering, located on the
University of Manitoba campus. It provides an opportunity for
research and testing of various alternative building methods.
As well, it provides students an opportunity to engage in
‘hands-on’ learning and unique programming encourages
community participation in a workshop setting. A current
research project in collaboration with the two departments
is a study of gravel lawn, an alternative surfacing for parking
lots and emergency access routes. This project was the
first collaboration between Landscape Architecture and
Bio-systems Engineering and is funded by the Landscape
Architecture Canada Foundation.
Building on this relationship that has developed
between the two departments and with the inclusion of
industry, Soprema a waterproofing and roofing company, a
green roof test site is now initiated at the Alternative Village.
Three platforms were designed to test prairie plant material
for green roof applications. The green roof platforms were
image a: Alternative Village, Winter 2010
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Alternative Village

Figure 6.1: University of Manitoba Fort Garry Campus: Alternative Village Location
Google image is the source of this modified image.
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designed at ground level to encourage public participation
and to let people intimately explore and engage in green roof
construction.
The site of the Alternative Village on the University of
Manitoba is located in the south west corner of the campus
just before the boundaries of the research park and abutting
b an adjacent single family residential community, as shown
on figure 6.1. The campus and the research park buildings
in this area are spaced generously and there are no buildings
over four stories in the area surrounding the Village. The
infrastructure of the site continues to develop as more projects
are initiated for research. Currently the site contains a Straw
Bale Building, which acts as the main building on the site
and contains a various research projects and equipment;
as well the controls for the thermal monitoring of the eight
test buildings on site. All of the buildings are orientated in a
north/south direction, to receive the optimal solar radiation
which breaks the form of the traditional grid system layout.
Originally it was thought that Green Roof Testing
Facilities could be established at the Alternative village using
their existing Test Buildings. The department of Bio-Systems
Engineering constructed eight buildings with different building
envelopes to test efficiency of various alternative building
methods and materials. After control tests are complete, the
roofs are available for greening. The Bio-Systems Engineering
is currently in the process of testing and the buildings will be
available after two years of testing. Due to the time frame of
this practicum conducting a green roof study two years from
now is just not feasible.
image b: green roof test table 2, September 2011
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Figure 6.2: Alternative Village Plan
(information on the plan was taken from the Alternative Village Master Plan, designed by
Anna Thurmayr with input from Dr. Kris Dick)
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Although the time frame of this practicum does
not permit testing on the existing buildings, this existing
infrastructure presents an excellent opportunity to test and
quantify the thermal benefits of green roofs. Having the test
structures already built and thermal monitoring systems in
place, future studies can capitalize on this infrastructure
and develop an all encompassing study. Resources could
then be used to develop systems to quantify benefits such
as storm water management, develop local growth mediums
or develop systems that address the unique prairie climate.
Another unique aspect this site presents is an opportunity
to study green roofs on a sloped surface as all of the Test
Buildings have roofs with a 1:12 pitch and face south.
The south facing slope presents some challenges
as it is exposed most of the day to the intense suns rays.
The vegetation must be selected wisely, as the plants must
be able to tolerate full sun and must adapt to their position
on the slope. The Alternative Village Test Site provides the
opportunity to replicate assemblages analyzing different
vegetation communities and growth medium composition
and depth. A rigorous and interdisciplinary study of green
roofs would set the bar for research on the Canadian Prairies
and provide a platform for the development of the green roof
industry locally.

images opposite page, (c) Alternative Village view of test buildings. (d) View of Alternative Village
through tree stand to the south. (e) Alternative village, view of greenhouse and wind turbine.
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6.0 THE SITE: The Alternative Village
To fit with in the practicum time frame and resources
available, it was determined to establish a smaller initial
green roof project that would set the foundation for future
green roof studies at the Alternative Village. One of the major
barriers to the development of the green roof industry in the
Prairies is thought to be the drier climate consisting of harsh
winters, and strong winds. These conditions are thought not
to be conducive for a successful green roof industry. This
project would entail the development of at grade green roof
test platforms, constructed to test Native Prairie Plants.

images opposite page: Test Table 2 through the seasons (f) June 2011 (g) September 2011 (h)
February 2012 (i) July 2011 (j) August 6, 2011 (k) August 28, 2011 (l) November 2011 (m)
January 2012.
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CHAPTER seven: GREEN ROOF PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT

7.0 GREEN ROOF PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT
7.1 Table Development - First Version
The efficacy of a green roof ultimately depends on the plant
material which it sustains. A healthy and vigorous green roof will
maximize the benefits that green roofs provide. To assist with the
development of a green roof test facility, plant material research
has been initiated to begin the development of a planting palette
suitable for the local environment. Native prairie plants particularly
from the mixed grass and short grass regions seem suited to a life
on a roof. These plants have adapted to the harsh winter conditions
of the prairies, to strong prairie winds and to periods of drought;
characteristics typically found on a roof in any city.
Although the Alternative Village has developed infrastructure to
facilitate a green roof study, the time of availability was a concern; as
control monitoring of the thermal properties of the buildings needed
to be completed before applying a green roof technology. To fit the
time constraints of this practicum, an alternative green roof trial plan
was conceived. This trial would act as a stepping stone for further
green roof studies at the Alternative Village. Individual test platforms
would be developed to immediately test the viability of Canadian
Prairie native plants. These platforms would be at ground level for
ease of construction and to eliminate safety concerns associated with
roof construction. Ground level platforms will be easier to monitor and
maintain and one of the greatest benefits is that people can easily
interact with the platform. Bringing the green roof down ground level,
making it accessible will help familiarize people with the green roof
technology.
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Figure 7.1: Green Roof Test Platform - 1st Concept Framing Plan

Figure 7.2: Green Roof Test Platform - 1st Concept Section
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The first conceptual green roof table, figures 7.1 and 7.2, was
developed to test not only the plant material. The table was divided
into two to allow for comparison between the green roof assembly and
a control setting. Essentially the original concept table was modeled
from deck design; the beefier design was to ensure that green roof
loading would not be an issue. The partitioning the table would allow
additional research to be undertaken such as researching storm water
run-off and thermal heat transfer measuring. An acrylic side panel
was also considered, to allow viewing into the growth medium and
monitor root development. This concept seemed feasible, however
with budget constraints this design could not really be considered for
the project.  
7.2 The Final Table Concept
A simpler second concept plan for the tables was developed
for the native plant trials, which consists of a simple wooden box
containing a traditional roofing assembly and green roof system.
The wooden box placed and secured to metal horticultural frames
which sit upon concrete footings. The metal horticultural tables were
donated by the Faculty of Agricultural and Food Sciences and the
concrete footings were donated by the Alternative Village.
The wooden box is constructed from ½” osb, supported by
2x4 and 2x6 wood framing members as illustrated in figures 7.3 and
7.4. The table was constructed with a 2% slope for drainage and the
wooden box is set on top of a metal horticulture table frame. Figures
7.5 - 7.7 illustrate the frame construction. A metal clip and metal
siding are being considered for further protection from the elements.  
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Figure 7.3: Green Roof Test Table - Framing Plan

Figure 7.4: Green Roof Test Table - Metal Table Frame
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The tables are at ground level for ease of construction, for accessibility
and for its ability to be used as a demonstration project allowing the
students and public intimate access to green roof construction.
Three platforms were designed using traditional commercially
available roofing system, a Soprema product in combination with their
green roof system, Sopranaturetm. Figure 7.8 shows the test platform
elevation and figure 7.9 shows the section of the proposed green roof test
platforms. The roofing system consists of a self adhesive waterproofing
membrane, base sheet, cap sheet, insulation and root repellent
fabric. Each table will consist of a slightly different roof and green roof
assemblies. The Sopranaturetm is a green roof system developed by
Soprema and they offer various different configurations of their green roof
assemblies to provide alternative methods of green roof construction.
The first table is a very basic model, containing a typical roofing
system with no insulation, figure 7.10 and 7.12 demonstrate the roof
construction and the platform with the green roof system with out the
plant material. The green roof system will be very basic consisting simply
of a drainage mat, root repellency fabric, growth medium and native
prairie plants.
The second table is structurally built in the same fashion as
table one, with a slight difference in the roofing assembly. This table
will receive 25mm depth insulation panel, as shown in figure 7.11.
The green roof assembly will be the same as the first table containing a
drainage mat, root repellency fabric, growth medium and native prairie
plants.
Opposite page, Figure 7.5 Table Frames. Figure 7.6 Bottom sloped 2.1%. Figure 7.7: Completing
walls of the green roof test platforms.
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Figure 7.8: Green Roof Test Table - Side Elevation

images above: Green Roof Test Table 1 - Side Elevation, June 2011 to August 2011
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Figure 7.9: Green Roof Test Table - Section Through Table

images above: Green Roof Test Table 1 - Side Elevation, September 2011 to February 2012
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The third table is built in the same fashion as the other two
tables but with a slight modification in the green roof assembly. The
roofing assembly is the same as table two, including 25mm thick
insulation. The green roof assembly has an additional component, a
water retention mat, is placed on top of the drainage board and other
than that the assembly is the same.
Native prairie plants have been chosen for this study and were
locally sourced from two local native plant producers, Prairie Originals
and Prairie Flora. Figure 7.13 demonstrates the planting plan and
illustrates the plant list of twelve wildflower and six native grasses.
The native plants selected and were replicated three times on each
table. Each table was designed with 200mm depth growth medium
and a traditional commercial roofing assembly.  The tables differ only
in the roofing system, one without insulation, one with insulation and
the final with insulation and a water retention mat.
The green roof platforms were constructed at a three day
workshop held June 8 to 10, 2011, hosted by the Bio-Systems
Engineering as a part of the Alternative Village unique community
outreach programming.

Opposite page, Figure 7.10 Table one roof construction. Figure 7.11 Table two insulation and
waterproofing. Figure 7.12  Table one with green roof assembly.
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Method
• 12 native wildflowers and 6 native
grasses will be replicated three
times on each table for a total of 55
native prairie plants per table.
• Tables to contain 200mm depth
growth medium and different roof
assemblies.
Table 1: assembly without insulation
Table 2: assembly with 50mm rigid
insulation
Table 3: assembly with insulation and
water retention mat.

Figure 7.13: Green Roof Test Table - Planting Plan
images above: Green Roof Test Table 1 - Side Perspective, June 2011 to August 2011
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Mixed Grass Prairie Species - Silver White Wildflowers
Antenneria parvfolia
Anaphalis margaritacea
Artemisia ludoviciana
Symphyotrichum sericeum
Heterocterca villosa
Oxytropis slendens

Pussy Toes
Pearly Everlasting
Prairie Sage
Western Silvery Aster
Hairy Golden Aster
Showy Locoweed

Mixed Grass Prairie Species - Wildflowers
Allium stellatum
Gaillardia aristata
Geum trflorium
Gindelia sqarrosa
Heuchera richardsonii
Petalostemum purprueum
Solidago missouriensis

Pink Onion
Blanket Flower
Three Flowered Avens
Gumweed
Alumroot
Purple Prairie Clover
Low Goldenrod

Mixed Grass / Short Grass Prairie Species - Grasses
Agropyron halii
Agropyron spicatum
Bouteloua gracilis
Buchloe dactyloides
Koeleria macarantha
Schizachyrium scoparium

Sand Bluestem
Western Wheat Grass
Blue Grama Grass
Buffalo Grass
June Grass
Little Bluestem

images above: Green Roof Test Table 1 - Side Perspective, September 2011 to February 2012
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8.0 PLANT MATERIAL SELECTION
8.1 Native Plants vs. Traditional Green Roof Plants
Green roof systems do not only encompass the plant material,
but the ‘hard’ aspects of construction such as water proofing, drainage,
water retention strategies and curbs and boarders. However it is the
plant material that reflects the efficacy of the green roof and they
are the component that provides the system with their most notable
benefits such as storm water retention, thermal benefits and air
pollutant removal. Developing site specific research is required here
in the Canadian Prairies and further experimentation with native plant
communities and use of local materials for construction is needed
to determine their relevancy and efficacy within the local green roof
industry. Selection of appropriate plant material is a part of the puzzle
for successful green roof implementation and there is research being
conducted many different ecoregions in North America (Dvorak, 2010).
An investigation of vegetation use in green roof across North America’s
different ecoregions conducted by Bruce Dvorak documents the plant
material used in green roof construction and research. It was found that
most intensely use species were succulents, as they have a shallow
root system and have the mechanisms to use water efficiently (Dvorak,
2010). However, study conducted in Laval University, Quebec illustrated
that some sedum species growing in a shallow growth medium suffered
root freezing injury (Dvorak, 2010). This further substantiates the need
to develop a planting palette successful for the prairies ad its unique
climatic circumstance.
Successful vegetation for extensive roofs must possess
characteristics that give the most benefit to green roof construction. Plant
material should have the ability to colonize quickly yet also possess traits
that ensure health and vigour in the long term (Getter and Rowe, 2006).
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Green roof plants must also have the capability to complete with weeds
and be robust enough to remain relatively pest and disease free (Getter
and Rowe, 2006). Self-sustaining plants the reseed readily or that
spread through rhizomes or stollens are thought to be ideal for the
continued efficiency of an extensive green roof (Getter and Rowe, 2006).
Recent literature has pointed towards the short grass / fescue
prairie vegetation as potential candidates for green roof construction.
Plan communities of the Canadian Prairies might be successful on top
of a roof given that the plants are use to high winds and extreme cold
temperatures. However, as mentioned earlier in Chapter 4, experiments
with the tall grass prairie have not been as successful as thought, due
to moisture requirement and depth of soil, only three of the eighteen
species tested survived the study (Getter and Rowe, 2006). While the
tall grass prairie might not be the best solution, we could look further
west and investigate the mixed and short grass prairies. Richard Sutton
from the University of Nebraska, Lincoln states:
“Short grass prairie posses six key climatic characteristic resulting
in a precipitation and temperature regime with the negative yearly water
balance present on green roofs: 1) high winds, 2) high insolation, 3)
high summer temperatures, 4) lower winter temperatures, 5) diurnal
and seasonal temperature fluctuations and 6) seasonal and long-term
drought cycles.” (Sutton, 2009, p2)
8.2 Characteristics for Green Roof Plants
The development of a successful plant palette and roofing
technology for the local climate would provide a quantifiable data set
and assist the advancement of green roofs here in the Canadian Prairies.
When researching native plant material to use for this experiment my
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explorations looked at the following considerations.
Locality, it is important for the resources to be local to help enhance
potential markets for local native plant producers and to keep in line with
sustainable practices.
Root distribution and soil depth, research on short grass prairie has
illustrated that the majority of root distribution on many short grass
prairie plant communities are distributed with in the top 200mm of
the soil profile (Guowei et al, 1997). Plants with shallow root systems
would appear to be suitable for life in an extensive green roof system.
This depth of distribution could potentially influence minimum growth
medium depths guidelines for successful establishment of native plant
communities.
Plants with a fibrous mat forming roof system should be considered
and favour plant material with out a strong tap root. The environment
which the native species is found and even microclimates can vary
the vegetation quite drastically. Plants, found in open and exposed
areas that are susceptible to relentless winds and severe temperature
differences from the summer to winter months, would seem to possess
characteristics suitable for and extensive green roof application.
Consider using plant material that is silvery / grey in colour. One
adaptive strategies found in the sandy deposits of Spruce Woods is the
abundance of silvery/ grey coloured wildflowers. The ability to reflect the
intense sun rays is a useful strategy for survival on a roof, as many roofs
are exposed to the sun all day long with little shading.
Include plant material that has the potential to add nutrients back into
the plant community. Plants that fix nitrogen should be included in the
mix plant material, as well planting configurations should consideration
benefits of companion planting.
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The Native Prairie Plant Green Roof Trial
8.3 Plant Material Used in Test Platform Trial
Native prairie plants from the Short Grass and Mixed Grass
ecoregions have been chosen for this study. All of the plants were locally
sourced from two local native plant producers, Prairie Originals and
Prairie Flora. Twelve wildflower and six native grasses were selected and
were replicated three times on each table. The plants came in 3 different
sizes due to availability and source. Prairie Originals provided plants in
4.5” pot and plugs with a root system 1” wide and 4” in depth. Prairie
Flora plant material came in 3.5” pots and the following tables indicate
where the plant material was purchased and available size. Figure 8.1
illustrates the native wildflower plant list and Figure 8.2 illustrates the
native grasses used in this experiment. A description of the plants, soils,
habitat and availability are also explained which helped determine the
final species selected for this experiment.
Each table was designed with 200mm depth growth medium
and a traditional commercial roofing assembly. The tables differ only
in the roofing system, one without insulation, one with insulation and
the final with insulation and a water retention mat. The intention is to
examine how native plant behave in a roof setting and to see how they
react to the slight modifications made in the green roof system. The plant
material will only be irrigated during establishment throughout the first
year, no additional irrigation will take place except for periods of extreme
drought. Supplemental nutrient applications are still being considered for
this experiment and regular maintenance and inspections will take place
over the growing season months.
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Selected Wildflowers for Green Roof Trials

Botanical Name

Common Name

Available
at
PO*
plugs

Allium stellatum

Pink Flower Onion

Antennaria parvfolia

Pussy Toes

PO*
Pots 4.5”

Artemisia ludoviciana

Prairie Sage

PO*
plugs

Gaillardia aristata

Blanket Flower

Geum triflorum

Three Flowered
Aven

PO*
Pot 4.5”
PF*
Pot 3.5”
PO*
plugs

Grindelia squarrosa

Gumweed

PO*
plugs

Heuchera richardsonii

Alumroot

PO*
plugs

Heterotherca villosa

Gold Aster

PF*
Pot 3.5”

Symphyotrichum
sericeum

Western Silvery
Aster

PO*
Plugs

Solidago missouriensis

Low Goldenrod

Petalostemum
purpureum

Purple Prairie
Clover

PO*
plugs
PF/PO*
Plugs

Description

Soils

Habitat

Flower

Erect long narrow leaves
H:150-300mm
Spr: 200mm
Silvery hairy rosette leaves
H: 100mm-150mm
Spr: 300mm-600mm
Erect herb, with silver foliage
w/ woolly white beads.
H: 600mm Spr:300mm

Wide range of
soils dry to
moist
Dry, sun part
shade
Sandy clay loam
Dry to medium
moisture

Mixed grass prairie
Spreads by seeds

July –September
Purple, ball
shaped
May-June
white

Slightly lobed leaves
H: 300-500mm
Spr: 250mm

Well drained
soils

Lobed leaves
H:150mm-300mm
Spr: 300mm
H: 200mm-600mm
Spr: 300mm

Loam or sandy
Open prairie, hillsides
soils, well
dry sunny sites.
drained
Any type or soils Most common to dry
areas, roadsides
Re-seeds quickly
Wide range of
Sun and shade
soils from dry to
moist soils
Dry sandy,
Tops of prairie hills
gravelly soils

Scalloped leaves
H: 300-600mm
Spr: 250mm
Hairy green leaves
H:300—500mm
Spr: 300mm – 500mm
Soft hairy silvery-green leaves Dry sandy,
H:300-500mm
gravelly soils
Spr: 200mm
H:300mm Spr: 250mm
Dry sandy soils

Alternative leaves, forming
Wide range of
leaflets
soil conditions
H:300-450mm
dry-moist
Spr 250mm
Showy Locoweed
PF*
silver, silky stems, pinnately
Well drained to
Oxytropis splendens
Pot 3.5”
compound leaves
dry, exposed
H: 100mm Spr: 350mm
* PF-Prairie Flora / PO-Prairie Originals **plug root size: 25mm wide by 100mm depth

Dry prairies

Fields, roadsides
disturbed areas
Spreads quickly by
roots
Pioneer plant, reseeds easily. Dry
open prairie.

July
Large yellow, red
centres
May-June
pink
July-September
yellow
June
Green-white
July-August
Yellow

Dry prairie, open
clearings, full sun

August
violet

Open meadows
Spreads by roots
Dry. Mesic prairie
Extensive root system
Central Prairies

June-July
yellow
July
purple

Grassy slopes,
gravelly banks, open
woods

June-August
Pinky/purple

Figure 8.1: Native Wildflower Plant List with description and availability
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August-September

Allium stellatum

Pink Flowered Onion

Antennaria parvfolia
Pussytoes

Artemisia ludoviciana
Prairie Sage

Gaillardia aristata
Blanket Flower

Geum triflorum

Three Flowered Avens

Grindelia squarrosa
Gumweed
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Heuchera richardsonii

Alumroot

Heterotheca villosa

Hairy Golden Aster

Symphyotrichum
sericeum

Western Silvery Aster

Solidago missouriensis

Low Goldennrod

Petalostemum purpureum
Purple Prairie Clover

Oxytropis splendens

Showy Locoweed
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Selected Grasses for Green Roof Trials

Botanical Name

Common Name

Available

Description

Soils

Habitat

Form

Andropogon hallii

Sand Bluestem

PF*

Sandy soils

prairies

Bunch grass

Agropyron
subsecundum

Awned Wheat Grass

PO*
plugs

Loam/sandy
loam

Tall grass
prairie

Bunch grass

Bouteloua gracilis

Blue grama

PO*
plugs

Warm season grass
H: 1000mm+
Flower: July
Cool season grass
H: 500-1000mm
Flower: June
Warm season grass
H: 250-450mm
Flower: July, August

Well drained
gravelly, sandy,
clay soils

Dry prairies
plains, Mixed
grass

Buchloe
dactyloides

Buffalo Grass

Clay/loam soils

Dry prairies

Koeleria
macarantha

June Grass

PO*
4.5”pot
only
PO*
plugs

Fibrous root;
drier conditions
less rhizome
and more clump
Spreads by
runners

Sandy soils

Mixed prairies

Bunch grass

Schizachyrium
scoparium

Little Blue Stem

Wide variety,
well drained
soils

Mixed prairies

Bunch grass

PO*
plugs

Warm season grass
H: 50-100mm
Flower: July
Cool season grass
H: 150-400mm
Flower: June
Warm season grass
H: 300-700mm
Flower: August

* PF-Prairie Flora / PO-Prairie Originals

Figure 8.2: Native Grass List with descriptions and availability
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Andropogon hallii

Sand Bluestem

Agropyron subsecundum
Awned Wheat Grass

Bouteloua gracilis
Blue Grama Grass

Buchloe dactyloides
Buffalo Grass

Koeleria macarantha
June Grass

Schizachyrium
scoparium
Little Bluestem
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CHAPTER nine : THE WORKSHOP

9.0 THE WORKSHOP
9.1 The Workshop Concept
The workshop was an option presented by my advisor Dr. Kris
Dick as he is the Director of the Alternative Village on the University of
Manitoba Campus. Yearly, the Department of Bio-Systems Engineering
hosts a ‘Northern Climates Alternative Building Design Day’ a one day
conference that focuses on topics such as stackwall/cordwood building,
light clay and timber frame and other alternative building methods.
(UofM Alternative Village website) In June 2011 the department hosted
the ‘Continental Cordwood Conference and Workshop’ in conjunction
with the Alternative Building Design Day. A three day Cordwood
Workshop and Green Roof Workshop were planned for this event, which
was open to students, professionals and any one interested in alternative
building design. Some participants were local but many came from other
parts of Canada and the United States.
9.2 Workshop Preparation
In preparation for the workshop I measured and cut the 2x4 and
2x6 wood frame members and ½”osb to design plans. The plan was
finalized in consultation with Keith Millan, the manager of the University
of Manitoba, Faculty of Architecture Workshop. All materials were
purchased through the workshop and I used these facilities to prepare
for the workshop and to build one of the test tables. The workshop also
supplied the tools used for the frame and box construction.
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Horticulture Metal Frames

Materials for Building

Constructing frame for
wooden box
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Green Roof table base

Building osb containment box

Installing cant strip
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The walls go up

Box ready for roof
assembly

Scuppers
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9.0 THE WORKSHOP
9.3 The Workshop
9.3.1 Day One
On June 8 to 10, 2011 the green roof workshop was held at the
Alternative Village and construction of the green roof test platforms was
completed over the three days with the workshop participants. The first
day was devoted to the building of the test platform frame and green
roof containment box. The Faculty of Agriculture donated the metal
horticultural frame for this green roof experiment. The osb box sits upon
a 2x4 frame sloped to drain, by using a 2x6 framing member on one side
creating a 2.1% slope. A cant strip was added for further rigidity. The
frame and box sit upon the metal table which is set on concrete blocks
for stability.
9.3.2 Day Two
The second day of the workshop was devoted to the construction
of the roofing and green roof assemblies. Soprema, a roofing and
water membrane company donated all of the roofing and green roof
assemblies. George Harrison from Soprema led the construction activities
for the day and we assembled two of the test platforms, but could not
complete the third as there was not enough soil. There are plans for
completion in the summer of 2012.
The first green roof test platform was constructed in a very basic
manner; the roofing system consisted of waterproofing, a base sheet and
cap sheet. The green roof system is Soprema’s Sopranaturetm using a
simple model consisting of a drainage mat, root repellency/ filter fabric
and growth medium, Sopraflor ‘I’. Sopraflor ‘I’ is a blend designed by
Soprema and is composed of mineral aggregates 55%, blond peat,
perlite, sand, vegetable base compost, organic matter 10-15%.
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Waterproofing adhesive

Fitting scupper

Waterproofing
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9.0 THE WORKSHOP
The mineral aggregate in this blend is black pumice and the batch was
mixed in Airdre, Alberta. The depth of the soil was to remain constant
through out the three test platforms; however Table 1 received only
175mm of Sopraflor I. The intent of this assembly is to see how native
prairie plants perform with the most basic green roof system.
The second test platform included an additional element in the
roofing assembly; 50mm insulation was added under the waterproofing.
All the other parts of the roofing assembly remain the same as the
first table. The Sopranaturetm basic model was used consisting of a
drainage mat, root repellency/filter fabric and 200mm depth of growth
medium Sopraflor ‘X’. Sopraflor ‘X’ is slightly different than Sopraflor
‘I’ and its composition is mineral aggregate 70%, blond peat, perlite,
sand, vegetable base compost and organic matter 5-10%. The mineral
aggregate used in this blends was red shale and the batch was mixed in
Airdre, Alberta. The intent of this table is to determine if modifying the
roofing assembly has an affect on green roof plant development.
The third test platform is different from the other two test
platform. Like the second platform the roofing assembly included the
50mm insulation, however a water retention mat was added to the
green roof assembly. The green roof system will be Sopranaturetm
and is the same assembly as the other two green root tables, with the
inclusion of a water retention mat. The type of growth medium is yet to
be determined but the depth shall remain at a 200mm depth. The intent
of this table is to determine how native prairie plants perform with an
additional access to water.
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Cap sheet installation

Cap sheet corner

Installing insulation
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9.0 THE WORKSHOP
9.3.3 Day Three
The third day of the workshop was devoted to the plants.
The platforms were planted with twelve native wildflowers and six
native grasses, replicated randomly three times on one platform. The
native plants chosen for this study and were locally sourced from two
local native plant producers, Prairie Originals and Prairie Flora. The
plants came in plug form (the roots being 1’ in diameter and 5” in
length) and in pots. The pots came in two different sizes a 3.5” and
4.5” pots due to sourcing the plants from two different native plant
producers.
9.4 Project Goals
The goal of the study is to analyze native prairie plants in a
green roof setting and to record their interaction to different roofing
and green roof systems. Ultimately to determine if short grass and
mixed grass prairie plants have a place on the roof.
The long term plan for this research is to study native prairie
plants in a roof top condition, with as little assistance as possible.
The primary objective is to study survivability and also to rate the
plants vigor. The plants will not be irrigated except for establishment
and in periods of long drought. Drought periods while common on the
prairie, could pose serious fire hazards, another prairie phenomenon,
but one not to replicate on most green roofs.
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Waterproofing over
insulation

Filter fabric far table

Tables ready for planting
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planting plugs and pots

watering newly planting
native plants

Finished Test Table
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Two tables completed for
study

Test Table 2 plants

Test Table 2 pussytoes
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10.0 CONCLUSION & TEST PLATFORM EVOLUTION
The goal of this project is to evaluate how prairie native plants
perform in a green roof setting with minimal intervention. The intent is
not to irrigate the test platforms, they will receive minimal fertilization,
and maintenance will be performed only when necessary. Maintenance
is a requirement of any living thing and to claim that a green roof is
maintenance free is a misconception. The intensity of maintenance
will vary depending on the program of green roof. The native plant
performance at the green roof platform trial initially appears positive,
with dynamic growth and relatively low mortality rate. Final planting
plans figure 10.1 for test platform one and figure 10.2 for test table two
show the random planting pattern.
The test platforms during establishment were hand watered and
received a treatment of bone meal. No other fertilizing or soil amendment
occurred during the summer and fall period. The test plots were watered
through July 2011 and the beginning of August 2011, as the area was
going through and unseasonal drought. Environment Canada statistics
show that during the months of June, July and August 2011, the
Winnipeg area received 93mm of precipitation; which is 40% less of
what is considered normal for that time period. July received only 10mm
of rainfall, the average is 71mm, making this summer the second driest
in 82 years (Environment Canada). Establishment is critical and I did not
want to risk complete failure, so hand watering continued. The fall
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locoweed
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Figure 10.1 Test
Platform 1 Planting Plan
(random placement)

10.0 CONCLUSION & TEST PLATFORM EVOLUTION
proved to be wetter than the summer and the initial thought of hand
watering in the plants before winter did not need to occur. The winter
however, has proven to be an interesting one, with seasonably warmer
winter temperatures and less snow accumulation.
Plant survivability over the summer of 2011 looks good, with
many species spreading and growing quite rapidly. However, there were
two species, western silvery aster and pink flowering onion that shared
a 33% survivability rate, indicating that they might not be the best
species for this specific environment. The grasses tended to out perform
the wildflowers in this initial experiment but this is to be expected as
grasses tend to establish quicker than wildflowers. Prairie Sage seems to
have performed the best growing rapidly and sending out runners. One
might use caution when specifying this plant as it has a tendency to act
aggressively and if not kept in check may take over the roof.
This project will not end when my practicum does, as it is
the intent to study to monitor the test plots for at least three growing
seasons. It is important to record and monitor the evolution of the test
trial platforms as the dynamics between the plant material and system
may change over time and to determine the longevity of this system.
The intent of this project is to examine our native prairie landscape and
research green roof construction techniques to determine if green roof do
indeed have a place on our Canadian Prairie buildings.
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The following is a photo
catalogue of the native
plant green roof test
platforms. Photos have
been taken from time of
planting in June 2011 to
February 2012

Test Platform One

Blue Grama
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Test Platform Two

Hairy Golden Aster
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Gumweed

Purple Prairie
Clover

Little Bluestem
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